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What is automated content curation? 

• Online platforms: mediate and deliver user-generated content 
• User-to-user services: social media, messengers, emails
• Search engines

• Automated: algorithmic decision-making 
• Human designs algorithms & oversees the outputs. 

• Content Curation: arrange (favor/disfavor) users’ and their own content

• Purposes: (1) Business (user engagement, advertising profits, 
distinguished identity—e.g., children-friendly platform) 

(2) Legal compliance (government removal requests) 
• Actions: removal, suspension of accounts, recommending, flagging, 

adding frictions, targeted advertising, blocking access to content, 
blurring, adjusting exposal rates and boundaries ….



NetChoice v. Paxton, Civil Action No. 1:21-cv-00840, 13 (2021)



What’s happening …. 

• Abstract submission: April 8 

• Elon Musk almost bought Twitter: April 28
“It is against people’s will to moderate lawful speech.” 

• The U.S. Fifth Circuit allowed Texas HB 20 to take effect: May 11 

• The U.S. Supreme Court temporarily blocked Texas HB 20: May 31





Is content curation speech?
• Texas H.B. 20 

• (1) Social media platforms’ must-carry obligation  
• (2) Transparency and due process requirements (notice, reason-giving)

Platforms Texas

Moderation Speech Conduct

Regulation Speech regulation; strict scrutiny Economic regulation; rational basis

Must-carry Compelled speech
Online harms 

Common-carrier doctrine
Protect users’ free speech

Transparency Compelled speech
Trade secrets

Protect users’ free speech
Inform the public



Wait… did they call themselves a speaker?











Sweetest Spot: Rights w/o Responsibilities 

Platform

Aware
Not awareModerate Not moderate

Content
Lawful (c)(2) shield

(in good faith) (c)(1) shield (c)(1) shield

Unlawful (c)(2) shield
(in good faith) (c)(1) shield (c)(1) shield

• (US) Constitutional Shield: State Action Doctrine
• Users can’t sue platforms for infringing on their free speech.

• (Statute) Section 230
• Platforms are immune to their action & in-action.



Sweetest Spot: Rights w/o Responsibilities 

Mere Conduit Online 
Platform

Publisher

Public Forum Broadband Newspaper

Rights to 
Favor/disfavor users X X O O

Editorial-ship
Protected by 

First Amendment
X X O O

Section 230 Bars 
Liability for 

Harmful content
X O O X

State Action Doctrine 
Bars 

Constitutional Claims
X O O O



NetChoice v. Paxton, 596 U.S. __ *4 n.2 (2022) (Alito, J., dissenting) 
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Two Questions

• Is online platforms’ content curation speech? 
• Yes. 

• How to regulate content curation to ensure users’ free speech, 
democratic values, public safety against privacy invasion, 
misinformation, and bias, and platforms’ free speech rights?

• We need principles for comprehending algorithmic intervention and 
various/conflicting free speech rights.

• Living examples: EU Digital Services Act, Texas H.B. 20, UK Online Safety Bills, 
South Korea Information Network Act.



Speech?



Why not speech? 

• Speech v. conduct: not expressive (Texas Attorney General, 2022) 
• Functionality: writing v. making a typewriter (Tim Wu, 2013) 
• Non-human operated (Tim Wu, 2013) 
• Purely private matters (Danielle K. Citron, 2021) 
• Overbroad free speech jurisdiction (Leslie Kendrick, 2015) 



U.S. Supreme Court expanded the definition 
of protected speech.
• Newspapers’ duty to equal voice to electoral candidates (Tornillo, 1986)
• Public utilities’ electric bills (Pac. Gas and Elec., 1986)
• Cable operators’ channel distribution (Turner Broadcasting Systems., 1994) 
• Gay parade (Hurley, 1995) 
• Broadcaster’s exclusion of political candidates (Ark. Educ. Television, 1998)
• Corporate campaign finance (Citizens United, 2010) 
• Video games (Brown v. EMA, 2011) 
• Trademark disparage clause (Matal v. Tam, 2017) 

• Lower courts ruled in favor of search engines’ First Amendment rights. 
• Zhang v. Baidu (S.D.N.Y., 2014) 
• Langdon v. Google (N.D.Cal., 2007)
• Search King v. Google (W.D.Okla., 2003)  



Platforms are communicating their ideas by 
designing curating algorithms. 
1. Content-based 

• Algorithmic intervention always make content-related decisions whether 
favoring or disfavoring content.

• Counter argument: even if algorithms deal with human expression, algorithms 
designed for functionality does not constitute speech (Tim Wu, 2013). 

2. Reflecting Platforms’ Perspectives
• Algorithmic intervention reflects platforms’ own perspectives including the 

illegality of content and ethical/business judgment. 
• If a typewriter bolds texts that it deem important and erase texts that it deem 

inappropriate, the typewriter is designed to make editorial judgment. 



Technology made platforms “more expressive.” 

3. People perceive algorithms as an autonomous intelligence, 
reflecting each platforms’ subjective judgment. 

• Humans are subjective, easily change their minds, so hard to understand. 
• Korean Idiom: you can look inside 10m-deep river but you cannot see 

even 1cm of human’s mind.



Incomprehensibility of Content Curation

• Incomprehensible Standards. 
• Standards are invisible: Written & Unwritten 
• Standards conflicts: long-term v. short term business interests, 

amplifying appealing content v. tackling misinformation
→ Somebody must determine the weight of each value: a value judgment.  

• Incomprehensible Actions.
• Actions vary: flagging, blocking, reducing an exposal, adding frictions . . . 
• Actions take place simultaneously: users can only see the outputs of algorithmic 

decision-making. 
• Actions take place individually: each user sees different outputs based on multiple 

factors—users’ browsing history, region, content’s legality/popularity—so content 
creators cannot review how their content was treated across a platform. 



2013 Tim Wu’s arguments

The Washington Post

Covid-19 Officially Ended.
Inyoung Cheong

The Word Health Organization 
officially announced the termination 
of Covid-19 pandemic. Covid-related 
restrictions will be immediately lifted 
around the world at 12 am tomorrow 
and ,,, 

“Inyoung Cheong said, Covid-19 officially ended.”  
“The Washington Post said, Covid is gone!!!!” 

No one would say, 
“Google said, Covid-19 ended.”



2022 My argument

“Maytree’s acapella videos are stunning!” 

People would also say, 
“YouTube algorithms led me to an awesome 
Korean acapella group!”
“I play whatever YouTube plays for me.” 

Users perceive the individualized touch of omniscient curation algorithms 
that reflect an entity’s subjective judgment: “Algorithmic Freedom”



Regulatory Principles



1. Big = bigger social responsibilities.  

• If a platform is big and irreplaceable, users become captive audience, 
vulnerable to algorithmic manipulation.

• Targeting a bigger platform can be justified by proportionality or 
“narrowly-tailored-ness” based on its potential harms. 

• DSA: Very Large Online Platforms (> 45 million EU users)  
• Texas: Social media platforms (> 50 million US users) 
• Online Safety Bill: Category 1 services (T.B.D.) 



2. Free speech does not prohibit regulation. 

• Government needs to prove the necessity of regulation and that its 
tools are proportionately designed to the objective. 

• Content-based: Compelling government interest, narrowly-tailored
• Content-neutral: Significant government interest, no undue burdens

• Not all regulation forms compelled speech. 
• Compelling speech is forcing a platform to change content arrangements.

• Ex) tagging Covid-19 misinformation, prioritizing government-produced content
• Compelling speech is possible if it does not impose “undue burdens.” 

• Ex) forcing cable networks to transmit local channels (Turner Broadcasting Co.)
• Mandatory disclosure is not a compelled speech but mere economic 

regulation, so the rational basis test applies.



3. Different Practices Need Different Approaches.

• Despite their increasing convergence, content curation practices must 
be categorized to fine-tune regulatory goals and tools. 

Flagging

Demoting

Blurring

Filtering

Blocking

Highlight
-ing

Degrading

Increasing 
exposal

Recommen
ding





Content Moderation 

User User

Disturbed by content Content creator

Platform

Complaint Take downOnline safety! Free speech!

• Rights-based approach is limited without a compelling reason. (=unprotected speech)
• The most feasible is content-neutral, procedural requirements that inform the public 

and give them opportunities to review/challenge the decision. 
[Regulatory objective] systemic approach to reducing arbitrary exercise of discretion
[Administrative law] participatory rulemaking, appellate process, open government 



Content Promotion 

User Platform Advertiser
Targeting

• Rights-based approach is feasible because users are similarly situated as a class, 
vulnerable to platforms’ algorithmic manipulation and bias. 
[Regulatory objective] rectifying information/power disparity 
[Consumer law] rights to know, rights to refuse unwanted services, rights to repair 



Content Moderation Content Promotion 

Content-neutral

Content-based

Viewpoint
discrimination

Algorithm Audit

DSA OSB Texas Korea

Notice & Action

Safety Duties

Fraudulent Advertising

Public Disclosure of Parameters

Rights to Refuse Targeting Technology 

Rights to Amend Algorithms

Must-carry Rule

Notice & Action

Transparency Reporting

Due Process

Data Disclosure to Vetted Researchers/Government

Safety Duties
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Algorithm 
Audit Table

Brown S, Davidovic J, Hasan A. The algorithm audit: Scoring the algorithms that score us.
Big Data & Society. January 2021. doi:10.1177/2053951720983865

https://doi.org/10.1177/2053951720983865


NetChoice v. Paxton, 596 U.S. __ *6 (2022) (Alito, J., dissenting) 



Thank you
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